**Ghost Window Instructions**

**Items you are given:** orange paper, white paper, 6 craft sticks, piece of string  
**Items you will need:** Pencil, black marker, scissors, glue, tape

**Step 1:** Using 4 of your craft sticks, glue them together to create a square frame. Using the two remaining craft sticks, glue them over the square you just created to make a cross shape; giving the appearance of a window. **Let this dry** before proceeding to step 2.

**Step 2:** Place your dried window frame on top of the orange paper and trace around the edges. Cut off any excess orange paper. The orange paper should not show beyond the edges of the frame.

**Step 3:** Draw and cut out a ghost shape from the white paper. Be sure that the ghost shape you cut is smaller than orange paper you just cut in step 2.

**Step 4:** Glue the ghost shape onto the orange paper, then glue the orange paper to the back of the frame of the window. The ghost should be visible *behind* the cross you made with the craft sticks. You can add a face to the ghost with your marker, and also draw some lines on the window frame to give it the appearance of old wood.

**Step 5:** Once everything is dry, tape the string to the back of your creation to make a hanger. Then, you are all done!